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Bharam (Illusion) Part 2

Apart from mental ‘illusions’ we are also badly entrenched in religious
illusions. Our religious or spiritual
thoughts
knowledge
beliefs
faith
rites and rituals
reading of the religious texts
worship
contemplation
rigorous effort
perseverance
etc.- all the methods too are bases upon the fallacies of this very ‘illusion’ of
the three phases materialism. The blind sightless ones, whatever they think
or do is dependent upon their superficial and incomplete mental imagination
or ‘illusion’ which can be wrong.
1

Acting blindly, the mind becomes blind. The blind mind makes the body blind.
1287

2

The world is blind, and its dealings are blind as well; without the Guru, there is
only pitch darkness.
600

3

Blind and ignorant, he shall never be reformed.

160

In the same way whatever actions or deeds we perform in the darkness
of mental ‘illusion’, they are all hollow, incomplete, wrong and fruitless.
This is why despite doing so much paath (reading of religious texts),
worship, discipline, rites – rituals, :we do not get mental peace
we haven’t been able to free ourselves from the five evil passions
our intuition hasn’t opened up
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divine illumination has not taken place
the attainment of Naam has not taken place
divine joy has not been experienced
the unstruck melody has not been heard
Gobind (the Lord of the World) has not thundered.
In spite of all this, we, the divine travellers, are like the masses
wondering aimlessly in the darkness of materialistic-attachment and akin to
the ‘frog in the well’, we are (not only )pleased with the false life in the
illusionary fortress of three-phased materialism, but keep snorting (or
exhibiting airs) about it.
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1

He may remain devoted to worship and adoration, bowing his forehead to the
floor, practicing the six religious rituals.
He indulges in egotism and pride, and falls into entanglements, but he does not
meet the Lord by these devices. ||5||
He practices the eighty-four postures of Yoga, and acquires the supernatural
powers of the Siddhas, but he gets tired of practicing these.
642

2

Those who worship Him, but do not know the Way, are polluted with the love of
duality.
910

3

In this Dark Age of Kali Yuga, there is utter darkness; the self-willed manmukh
cannot find the way.
1285

4

People may recite by heart the Shaastras, the Simritees and the four Vedas;
they may be ascetics, great, self-disciplined Yogis; they may visit sacred shrines
of pilgrimage
and perform the six ceremonial rituals, over and over again, performing worship
services and ritual bathings.
Even so, if they have not embraced love for the Supreme Lord God, then they
shall surely go to hell.
70

5

Some worship the stone idol and others wear a lingam around their neck,
Some recognise God in the south and others bow their heads towards the west,
Some ignorant ones worship the images and others worship the dead,
The entire world is engrossed in false rituals and none know the mystery of the
Divine.
Guru Gobind Singh (Akaal Ustat) Savaiya 30

In the three-phases realm of materialism is the ‘play’ of the limited
intellect. No matter how sharp our intellect is, the knowledge that sprouts
from it is akin to that derived from the ‘touch of the blind’, incomplete and
restricted. Such ‘intellectual-knowledge ‘ can only think and ‘deliberate’ up
to a certain point. It has no reach towards the intuitional realm.
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As long as materialistic illusion is not erased through intuitional
illumination, we will think, assess and understand everything, including
religious and spiritual beliefs, with the ‘cloudy’ intellect of illusion. Our
‘beliefs’ and ‘faith’ that depend on the knowledge of this imperfect ‘cloudy’
intellect too can be hollow, superficial and wrong.
Hence under the ignorance of illusion we have contrived wrong or false
assumptions and beliefs about
the Primal Being Waheguru
the Guru
prophets
sadhus
saints
nature
religion
rites-rituals
world
life.
These different thoughts and beliefs are the ones that cause debates and
arguments and create political, economic and social quarrels. These are the
things and beliefs that have brought about religious extremism, hatred, wars,
bloodshed and the existence of tyranny.
Just as one blind person cannot lead another blind person, and if one
still tries to lead, then both endure knocks and face suffering, but they can
never reach their destination.
1

If a blind man is made the leader, how will he know the way?

767

2

If a blind man is made the leader, how will he know the way?

951

3

He is truly blind, who follows the way shown by the blind man.

954
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1

Those whose guru is spiritually blind - their doubts are not dispelled.
Abandoning the Source of all, they have become attached to the love of duality.
232

In the same way without the illumination of intuitional knowledge, the
religious preachers who themselves are entangled in mental ‘doubt-fallacy’,
they cannot give spiritual ‘life-direction’.
2

They instruct others, but do not understand themselves.
Such Brahmins will never be emancipated.

372

3

He teaches, but does not practice what he preaches; he does not realize the
essential reality of the Word of the Shabad.
380

4

You read the scriptures, and the commentaries,
but the Perfect Lord does not dwell in your heart.
You preach to others to have faith,
but you do not practice what you preach.

887

If preaching is done without the true ‘essence-knowledge’ of the
intuitional ‘Divine-Light’, it can be hollow, superficial, imperfect and wrong,
causing people to fall even further into confusion of this ‘illusion’. This will
take them even further from the divine illumination of true ‘life’s direction’.
5

Religious hypocrites (without divine understanding) will continue to toss an turn
in delusion.
VBG 1/18

This is the reason why despite enormous preaching, the masses are
indifferent towards ‘religion’ and becoming apostates. Apart from this
religious extremism, hatred, enmity-confrontation, wars and bloodshed is on
the increase.
5
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In view of the prevailing lassitude in the world, four varnas and four ashrams
were established.
Then ten orders of ascetics and twelve orders of yogis came into being.
Further jangams, the wanders, sramans and digambars, naked jain ascetics also
started their disputations.
Many categories o brahmins came into being who propounded Shastras, Vedas
and Puranas contradicting one another.
The mutual irreconcilability of the six Indian philosophies further added many
hypocrisies.
Alchemy, tantra, mantra and miracles became everything for people. VBG 1/19

The knowledge of the ‘spiritual realm’ of our limited intellect is (the
one that is)
studied
taught
heard
relayed
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understood
learnt

or
or

made to understand
made to learn

is (nothing but) mind’s suppositions which has caused us to get into
arguments, pushed us further away from ‘life’s goal’ and left us bereft of
the intuitional divine illumination.
Trying to
understand
deliberate
weigh
investigate
preach
the ‘essence-knowledge’ of the illumination of the ‘divine realm’ with (our)
limited materialistic intellect too is a mental illusion. In this way we have
limited the loftiness and the greatness of the intuitional divine realm to the
level of our limited intellect. This indeed is our huge ‘doubt-fallacy’ in
which the whole world is ensnared.
1

He wanders around babbling and speaking, but he does not understand the
Lord's Command at all. He is blind, the falsest of the false.
509

2

By preaching sermons, one's doubt is not dispelled.
Everyone is tired of preaching and teaching.

3

655

One who merely mouths the words, does not understand the Hukam of the
True Lord's Command.
950

While participating in a satsang, at some point (the message of )
Gurabani strikes you, then our mind melts and in a state of detachment we
being to ‘sway’, or do unexpected actions, and tears of separation begin to
flow.
This vigorous excitement or the ‘boiling-over’ like the boiling over of
milk is only momentary and immediately after that the ingrained mental
‘illusions’ once again predominate.
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In the same way, over some provocation, religious zeal boils over within
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us and under its influence we commit uncalled for deeds, resulting in intense
pain and destruction.
These vigorous emotions and zeal arise because of our mental doubtfallacies. After showing their glitter they once again diffuse into ‘doubtfallacy’. But we, interpreting this to be some religious achievement, regard
this to be our spiritual destination.
We have reduced ‘Divine illumination’, ‘unstruck Shabad or Word’, the
‘priceless Naam’ to the level of some dry philosophy.
The truth is that we have made this high and lofty, pure of the purest
spiritual ‘essence-knowledge’ into some intellectual ‘entertainment’.
By doing this, instead of glorifying and valuing this as the ‘’Divine gift’
from the spiritual realm, in our doubt-fallacy we have belittled it and shown
disrespect towards it.
1

People believe that this is just a song, but it is a meditation on God.

335

2

The pearls are scattered on the road; the blind man comes along.
Without the Light of the Lord of the Universe, the world just passes them by.
1370

Without the illumination of the ‘Shabad (Word)’ or ‘Naam’, the
darkness of materialistic ‘illusion’ keeps reigning in this world.
3

You act in corruption, and put on ostentatious shows, but without awareness of
the Shabad, you have fallen into confusion.
906

4

Without the Shabad, everything is enveloped in utter darkness; only the
Gurmukh understands.

5

Without the Shabad, doubt is not dispelled, and egotism is not eliminated from
within.
67

6

The body is burnt to ashes; by its love of Maya, the mind is rusted through.
Demerits become one's enemies, and falsehood blows the bugle of attack.
Without the Word of the Shabad, people wander lost in reincarnation.
Through the love of duality, multitudes have been drowned.
19

In the ‘dark-arena’ of the visible gross realm of materialism all the
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beliefs of doubt-fallacy have become so deeply implanted, profound, deep
and powerful but from (the aspect of) the realm of essence-knowledge of the
subtle realm of ‘Divine-illumination’ we are totally illiterate and ‘hollow’.
That is why in the ignorance of illusion we have according to our own
individual limited intellect, fashioned imagined
presence
form
colour
distinctive dress
attributes
names
about ‘God’, or the Primal Being, Gurus, prophets, gods and goddesses and
these too we have restricted them to
country
time
communities
religions
sects
races
caste
extended family groups
families.
The proof of all this is that all religions or sects have created a mental
picture of their own ‘god’, guru’ prophet, deities and demi-gods and within
each one of these ‘religions and sects they have ingrained different
thoughts
imaginations
beliefs
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faith
vows
worship
prayers.
As an example, we have restricted (the reference) to our imagined ‘god’
or deities to:different names
different looks
different powers
different actions
different rites and rituals
different codes of conduct.
For example to some deities we have
fixed a ‘trunk’,
fixed ‘ten heads’,
fixed ‘four arms’,
mounted on a tiger,
made to sit on a mouse,
made to sit on a bull,
given a frightening look,
and so on, fashioning numerous imagined forms.
As if this is not enough, to satisfy our own individual selfish desires, we
have taken the natural ‘elements’ to represent forms of gods and goddesses
like:-
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air

-

god

water

-

god
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air

-

god

sun

-

god

moon

-

god

and many other types of animals, stones and trees worship is in vogue,
example snake, boh tree etc.
Similarly, in the darkness our illusions, many other superstitions, omens
(good and bad) confuse or make us wander fruitlessly, as is the case in:
omen of the (lunar) date
week-day considerations
vows taken (on specific dates)
seasons considerations
worship of gods and goddesses
reverence of animals
vows related to nine planets and signs of Zodiac
considerations related to sneezing and hiccup
omen of the serpent god
worship of the Muslim divine Kwaja
worship of the dead ancestors and elders
reverence towards pictures (of divines)
worship at cemeteries and tombstones
considerations about direction (during prayers)
faith-filled-belief in charms-spells- amulets
considerations about caste-creed
considerations about impurity-uncleanliness associated with cast
the fear of black-magic
the terror of charm
the belief in vow and curse
the importance of fasts
etc are practised in different ways in every country.
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Such ‘superstitions’, ‘illusions’, ‘good-omens’, ‘bad-omens’, are found not
only in the illiterate and the backward masses, but even among the well
informed intellectuals and countries advanced in science they are practised in
one way or another.
These self imagined
good omens
bad omens
superstitions
illusions
beliefs
vows
over numerous births have
permeated
settled
pervaded
infused
and implanted into our innate sub-conscious mind.
Like the ‘frog in the well’ as long as we exist in the ‘arena of darkness’
of these illusions, our spiritual progress cannot even begin.
But when we ‘associate’ these superstitions or illusions with religions or
creed, then these illusions become an integral ‘part’ of our religious life.
When the ‘stamp’ of these ‘illusions’ gets stamped on the religion or
creed, then getting out of their clutches becomes extremely difficult.
The conflicting thoughts and beliefs that emerge from these ‘doubtfallacies’ cause
jealousy
duality
arguments
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selfishness
plunder and pillage
cheating
corruption
quarrels
tyranny
to dominate and flourish in this world.
This is how Gurbani counsels us on these superstitions and illusions:1
2
3

4
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Good omens and bad omens affect those who do not keep the Lord in the mind.
401
Saturday: Contemplating good omens and the Shaastras,
in egotism and self-conceit, the world wanders in delusion.
841
Whatever the Perfect Lord does, that alone happens.
Concern with these omens and days leads only to duality.
Without the True Guru, there is only pitch darkness.
Only idiots and fools worry about these omens and days.
Someone is worshipping the moon, someone the sun, and soeone is
worshipping the earth and sky. ..........
These are all religious hypocrites and are tossing about in delusions.

843
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5

The life led in the light of omens, the nine planets, the twelve signs of the
zodiac. Incantations, magic divinations by lines and by the voice, is all futile.
Cries of donkeys, dogs, cats, kites, blackbirds and jackals cannot control our
lives.
It is superstitious to draw good or bad omens from meeting a widow, a bare
headed. Man, water, fire, sneezing, breaking wind, hiccups, lunar and week
days, lucky-unlucky moments and going or not going in a particular direction.
If a women behaves like a prostitute and does everything to please everybody,
how can she be loved by her husband.
The gurmukhs who reject all superstitions enjoy happiness with theie Lord
Waheguru and get across the world-ocean.
VBG 5/8

6

Gurmukhs never take to their heart the omen on the right or left.
They do not retrace their steps while seeing a man or a women.
They do not pay attention to the cries of animals and sneezing.
Goddesses and gods are neither wer ed nor worshipped by them. (cont. next page)
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(cont from previous page)
By not entangling in deceits, they do not allow their minds to wander.
The Gursikhs have sowed the seed of truth in the field of life and have made it
fruitful.
VBG 20/8
1

The idea about gods, goddesses, their servants, tantra, mantra etc. does not
occur in the mind (of Gurmukhs).
VBG 40/6

This is why the ‘beings’ trapped in illusion’ are referred to in Gurbani as
‘apostates’ or ‘mind-orientated’.
2

The blind, self-willed manmukhs do not realize the Word of the Shabad; they
are deluded by false doubts.
604

3

The rooms of the self-willed manmukhs are dark with ignorance; in their homes,
the jewel is not visible.
Those fools die, wandering in the wilderness, eating the poison of the snake,
Maya.
696

4

Those beings who wander in the wilderness of doubt - those faithless cynics are
foolish, and are plundered.
They are like the deer: the scent of musk comes from its own navel, but it
wanders and roams around, searching for it in the bushes.
1336

5

The faithless cynic wanders around, deluded by doubt.
He churns water, and after wasting his life away, he dies.

739

But when we read or hear these lines of Gurbani, we always conclude
that the word ‘mind-orientated’ or ‘apostate’ does not apply to us. It applies
to someone else because we think that we are:literate
educated
scholars
adepts
religious teachers
scientists
virtuous
smart
modern
benevolent
wise!
We strongly believe that we are eradicating people’s darkness of illiteracy
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and giving them new illuminative knowledge. That is why illusion can never
come our way. But Gurbani admonishes us about our ‘mental illusion’ in the
following way:1

By preaching sermons, one's doubt is not dispelled.
Everyone is tired of preaching and teaching.

655

2

You may read and read loads of books; you may read and study vast multitudes
of books.
You may read and read boat-loads of books; you may read and read and fill pits
with them.
You may read them year after year; you may read them as many months are
there are.
You may read them all your life; you may read them with every breath.
O Nanak, only one thing is of any account: everything else is useless babbling
and idle talk in ego.
467

3

Even with great cleverness, the fear of death clings to you.
You try all sorts of things, but your thirst is still not satisfied.

266

4

O Shaykh, you wander in the four directions, blown by the four winds; bring
your mind back to the home of the One Lord.
Renounce your petty arguments, and realize the Word of the Guru's Shabad.646

5

O my mind, praise the Creator.
Give up all your clever tricks, and fall at the Feet of the Guru.

43

Our mental
intelligence
cunningness
education
degrees
knowledge
philosophies
have emerged from the three-phased materialistic realm. For this reason the
‘rooster-like(temporary )-flight’ of mental knowledge and its worldly life too,
can only be the ‘hazy’ awareness or knowledge of the ‘internal creation’ and
life-style of the ‘illusion-fortress’ of the materialistic world. But beyond this
it has no reach towards the ‘divine illumination’. To attain the illuminated
insight of the ‘divine realm’, only the intuitional divine knowledge is needed.
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But because of our ignorance – we are
absorbed
entangled
intoxicated
satisfied and
feel great about
being able to
read
research
delve into
know
understand
unravel
ponder upon
and pound philosophies
pertaining to the lofty of the loftiest, purest of the pure spiritual secrets of the
divine realm with our limited intellect that has been tempered with old
habits!
Whereas it has been clearly stated in Gurbani:1

Even great cleverness does not dispel doubt.
The unconscious fool does not remain conscious of the Lord; he putrefies and
rots away to death, carrying his heavy load of sin.
1025

2

Give up your cleverness, good people - remember the Lord God, your King!
Enshrine in your heart, your hopes in the One Lord. O Nanak, your pain, doubt
and fear shall depart.
281

3

Cleverness is of no use at all.
Whatever my Lord and Master deems to be right - that alone comes to pass.486

4

What use is reading and listening,
if celestial peace is not attained?

But we as yet have not realised that the
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655

the ‘illuminated-essence-knowledge’ of the divine realm is beyond the grasp
of the limited intellect.
This is why we are satisfied preaching with the hollow and imperfect
knowledge acquired by our limited intellect. In this way we keep the seekers
confused and entrapped like ourselves in doubt – fallacies.
What is even more painful is that while reciting, singing and preaching
the ‘divine-essence-knowledge’ of Gurbani, we have not been able to come
out of from the mental ignorance of ‘illusion’.
Living in the gross materialistic world over numerous births, the outlook
of our limited intellect and perception too has become crude and materialistic
and we are unable to understand, unravel and know the existence and the
being-ness of the subtle, illuminative divine realm.
This is why, from the standpoint of this illusion-filled, hazy
‘perception’, pertaining to
the Primal Being Waheguru
the Gurus
the incarnated
the prophets
the devotees
the saints
dwelling in the divine realm or ‘the Realm of Truth’, about their
presence
illumination
source of creation
existence
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wee
think.
test.
investigate.
deliberate.
belief.
take refuge.
supplicate.
In this way we make use of Gurus, incarnates, gods and goddesses to
relieve us of our difficulties
secure cure for diseases
attain legitimate or illegitimate selfish needs
satisfy desires
hide our sins
seek protection from couriers of death
seek tributes from people
become virtuous
become religious leaders
sharpen the horns of the intellect
lock horns with people
become so-called Bhagats or devotees
and for this purpose we:-
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make offerings of money
offer gifts
offer food
offer our head in bowing
make supplications
perform righteous deeds
L69/16

make vows
make donations
perform rites and rituals
become religious
recite paath and worship
chant and do penance
impose self strain
offer sacrifices
undertake pilgrimages
perform aartee.
All these rites-rituals is the manifestation and the life-style of the
materialistic world’s illusion. By doing so, we give ourselves a false sense of
confidence by giving the impression that we are religious.
In other words we have taken, the Primal Being, Gurus, Incarnates, gods
and goddesses to be merely

shopkeepers
and we keep

bargaining
with them.
Upon recognising the greater ‘demands’ for materialistic life’s desires
and self-interests, the so called gurus, avtars, mahatamas, sadhus-saints have
created (centers of) religious showmanship where crowds of mental,
religious and money-seeking customers abound.
In this ‘dark bazaar’ or marketplace of materialistic ‘fortress of illusion’,
unending transactions and ‘bargaining’ continues to take place in which the
literate, educated, scientifically orientated, ‘virtuous-ones’ and religious
people too are openly taking part.
But in Gurbani, this ‘bargaining’ has been referred to as follows:L69/17
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1

One may beat upon and play all sorts of instruments,
but no one will listen, and no one will enshrine it in the mind.
For the sake of Maya, they set the stage and dance, but they are in love with
duality, and they obtain only sorrow.
122

2

All the religious scholars and astrologers read and study, and argue and shout.
Who are they trying to teach O Lord?
The filth of attachment to Maya clings to their hearts; they deal in Maya alone O
Lord.
571

3

Out of millions, hardly anyone is a servant of the Lord. All the others are mere
traders.
495

If we look deep into our mental state with profound sincerity, then we
will feel and realise that:-

1

The three phases materialistic
sphere
The ‘fortress of illusion’
Egotism

is indeed

our world.

is indeed
is indeed

4

The 5 emissaries’ lust, anger. greed,
attachment and egotism

are indeed

5

Serving the discipleship to these five

is indeed

6
7

Flourishing in illusion
Getting enmeshed in materialism

is indeed
is indeed

8

Seeking without the innate Formless
residing within
Wasting away the priceless ‘birth’ in
the false (world) of materialism
Believing the false world to be true
Getting engrossed in sin and vice
Living in the second love
Forgetting ‘God’

is indeed

our country.
our ‘god’ which we
worship day and
night.
our gurus, whose
law we observe
and whom we
serve.
our ‘worship’ that
is religious rites
and ritual.
prime goal.
our ‘discipline’ or
‘religion’.
our religious
‘methodology’.
our (line of)
action.
our wisdom.
our entertainment.
our habit.
our social order.

2
3

9
10
11
12
13
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is indeed
is
is
is
is

indeed
indeed
indeed
indeed

14

Becoming an apostate

is indeed

15

Nurturing egotism

is indeed

16
17
18
19

Satisfying our desires
Dying enmeshed in false materialism
Becoming virtuous or someone big
Getting trapped in the attachment of
materialism
Amassing false materialism and
wealth

is
is
is
is

20

indeed
indeed
indeed
indeed

is indeed

our pride and,
modernity.
our nature or
disposition.
our life’s direction.
our life’s aim.
our life’s goal.
our life’s action
our life’s
aspiration.

Gurbani has warned and guided us about our current mental state as
follows:-
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1

O mind, why have you gone crazy?
Don't you know that your life is decreasing, day and night? Your life is made
worthless with greed. ||1||Pause||
That body, which you believe to be your own, and your beautiful home and
spouse
- none of these is yours to keep. See this, reflect upon it and understand. ||1||
You have wasted the precious jewel of this human life; you do not know the
Way of the Lord of the Universe.
You have not been absorbed in the Lord's Feet, even for an instant. Your life
has passed away in vain! ||2||
Says Nanak, that man is happy, who sings the Glorious Praises of the Lord's
Name.
All the rest of the world is enticed by Maya; they do not obtain the state of
fearless dignity.
220

2

O mind, what evil-mindedness have you developed?
You are engrossed in the pleasures of other men's wives, and slander; you have
not worshipped the Lord at all. ||1||Pause||
You do not know the way to liberation, but you run all around chasing wealth.
In the end, nothing shall go along with you; you have entrapped yourself in
vain. ||1||
You have not meditated or vibrated upon the Lord; you have not served the
Guru, or His humble servants; spiritual wisdom has not welled up within you.
The Immaculate Lord is within your heart, and yet you search for Him in the
wilderness. ||2||
You have wandered through many many births; you are exhausted but have
still not found a way out of this endless cycle.
Now that you have obtained this human body, meditate on the Lord's Feet;
Nanak advises with this advice. ||3||3||
632
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1

You shall have to abandon the straw which you have collected.
These entanglements shall be of no use to you.
You are in love with those things that will not go with you.
You think that your enemies are friends. ||1||
In such confusion, the world has gone astray.
The foolish mortal wastes this precious human life. ||Pause||
He does not like to see Truth and righteousness.
He is attached to falsehood and deception; they seem sweet to him.
He loves gifts, but he forgets the Giver.
The wretched creature does not even think of death. ||2||
He cries for the possessions of others.
He forfeits all the merits of his good deeds and religion.
He does not understand the Hukam of the Lord's Command, and so he
continues coming and going in reincarnation.
He sins, and then regrets and repents. ||3||

With our superficial
thoughts
attention
imagination
emotions
beliefs
faith
challenges. etc
whatever religious rites-rituals we indulge in, all of them are limited to the
level of our meager intellect, and they have no reach towards ‘divine
illumination.
2

They close off their nostrils with their fingers, and claim to see the three worlds.
But they cannot even see what is behind them. What a strange lotus pose this
is!
663

3

The Yogis, the celibates, the penitents, and all sorts of clever people have
failed.

537

While existing in the materialistic illusion over numerous births, our
materialistic view-point has fattened and become gross. In such a state we
habour thoughts and hopes of seeing or meeting the Primal Being Waheguru,
Gurus, avtaars in a visible form or body with these worldly eyes of ours.
The Primal Being -Guru-Avtaar are in the subtle ‘Shabad or Word’ or
‘Naam’ form. Seeing or meeting them can only take place in the ‘innate-self
L69/20
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within’ through ‘intuitional illumination’. But we have no notion or
understanding whatsoever of the ‘Shabad (Word)’, ‘Naam’ or ‘intuitional
illumination’ because in the ignorance of doubt-fallacy, our meager intellect
is not capable of experiencing the intuitional illumination of the spiritual
realm.
1

All the living beings of the world behold the True Guru.
One is not liberated by merely seeing Him, unless one contemplates the Word
of His Shabad.
594

2

The divines even in their deep meditation techniques had to give up. Non could
see or meet the Primal Being.
P 10

This is the reason why despite all the religious worship and recitation of
religious texts, rites-rituals, meditation, penance, stubborn acts, yogic
postures, acts, perseverance and efforts, we have been unable to see or meet
the Primal Being Waheguru.
3a

b

c

d

e
f

h

4
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They read scriptures, and contemplate the Vedas; they practice the inner cleansing
techniques of Yoga, and control of the breath.
But they cannot escape from the company of the five passions; they are increasingly
bound to egotism. ||1||
O Beloved, this is not the way to meet the Lord; I have performed these rituals so
many times.
I have collapsed, exhausted, at the Door of my Lord Master; I pray that He may
grant me a discerning intellect. ||Pause||
One may remain silent and use his hands as begging bowls, and wander naked in
the forest.
He may make pilgrimages to river banks and sacred shrines all over the world, but
his sense of duality will not leave him. ||2||
His mind's desires may lead him to go and dwell at sacred places of pilgrimage, and
offer his head to be sawn off;
but this will not cause the filth of his mind to depart, even though he may make
thousands of efforts. ||3||
He may give gifts of all sorts - gold, women, horses and elephants.
He may make offerings of corn, clothes and land in abundance, but this will not lead
him to the Lord's Door. ||4||
He may remain devoted to worship and adoration, bowing his forehead to the floor,
practicing the six religious rituals.
He indulges in egotism and pride, and falls into entanglements, but he does not
meet the Lord by these devices. ||5||
He practices the eighty-four postures of Yoga, and acquires the supernatural powers
of the Siddhas, but he gets tired of practicing these.
He lives a long life, but is reincarnated again and again; he has not met with the
Lord.
641
The whole world is enmeshed in false occupations. No one can unravel the Primal
Being.
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(cont/......Lekh 70)

